
Maths Action Plan 21-22 

Specific tasks INTENT Strategies (who and when) 
IMPLEMENTATION 

Monitoring (what, who and when?) Success Criteria IMPACT 

Mathematics: whole school approach 

Use School science development as 
a model through which to define a 
whole school approach/ ethos/ 
vision for maths 

 What does school believe maths 
to be? 

 What is it about mathematics 
that is special? 

 How can you further whole 
school’s mathematical subject 
knowledge? 

 What content from maths might 
be included on other subject 
areas/ Mantle of the Expert? 

Monitoring (see monitoring 
timetable):  
Learning walks 
Book scrutiny 
Planning scrutiny 
Pupil conferencing 
Analysis of data 
Lesson observation 
 
Twilight sessions regarding 
planning, delivery, assessment and 
evaluation 

Whole school expectations for 
planning, teaching and assessment 
of maths 
 
Mathematics is taught through MoE 
where appropriate 
 
 

Mathematics: embedding of mastery learning 

Monitoring  
 
Increase children’s engagement 
with reasoning and problem solving  
 

 planning and curriculum 
coverage through book look and 
planning scrutiny for R and Year 
1 

 progress of each year group 
each half term (focusing on 
expected progress) 

 tracking progress of Pupil 
Premium 

 monitor closely the achievement 
of our more able pupils to 
ensure their progress over time 
is sustained. 

Monitoring (see monitoring 
timetable):  
Learning walks 
Book scrutiny 
Planning scrutiny 
Pupil conferencing 
Analysis of data 
Lesson observation 
 

 



 tracking progress of children 
with SEN 

 tracking progress of boys 
compared to girls 

 

To develop the role of marking in 
moving children’s learning forward. 

 ensure all teachers provide 

time for children to 

respond to their marking/ 

comments at least once a 

week. 

 monitor the children’s responses 

and how it affects their learning 

through work scrutiny and 

discussions with the children. 

 There will be evidence of a 
discussion about the learning either 
from annotation from the teacher 
or comments from the children. 
There will be improved standards 
and raised attainment in 
mathematics. 
All children will respond to marking 
appropriately. 
There will be evidence of children 
acting upon marking and feedback 
given in their maths work. 

Accelerated learning 
Intensity of fluency teaching 
promotes earlier entry points to 
mastery 
 

Provide increased number of 
opportunities for children to 
increase fluency beyond 
classroom 
Develop home-school strategy 
with parent/carer input 
 
Parent/carer workshops 

  

Embedding of EYFS changes to 
maths delivery: 
 
Mathematics will include: 
- a greater detail on the importance 
of shapes, spatial reasoning and 
measure  

 planning and curriculum 
coverage through book look and 
planning scrutiny for R  

 progress of group each half term 
(focusing on expected progress) 

 tracking progress of Pupil 
Premium 

 Children demonstrate 
- a greater knowledge of shapes, 
spatial reasoning and measure  
- greater clarity in  counting and 
number  
(Summer 2022) 



- greater clarity to counting and 
comparing numbers 
- strong and confident foundation in 
number  
 

 tracking progress of children 
with SEN 

 tracking progress of boys 
compared to girls 

 

 


